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Finish machining used to be carried out in grinding， but it is being replaced by cutting with very small undeformed 
chip thickness. In ultra precision process， the effect of the cutting conditions and the complicated factors on the machined 
surface integrity is a serious problem. In this research， work hardened surface layer was dealt with as an evaluation of the 
machined surface integrity and the e百'ectof the mechanical factors on work hardening was investigated experimentally in 
orthogonal non-ferrous metal cutting. As a result， it was found that work hardened surface layer was a百'ectednot only by 
the shear angle varied under the cutting conditions and the thrust force of cutting resistance， but also by the thrust force 
action point and the stress-hardness diagram. 
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Fig.2 Relationship between stress and hardness 
Table 2 Bulk hardness and compressive stress 
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(b) Measuring method 
Fig.3 Experimental procedure 
Table 2 Cutting conditions 
Rake angle y deg. I -5，0，5， 10， 20 
Clearance angle s deg. I 6 
Undeformed chip thickness h mm I 0.10，0.15，0.20 
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(c) Undeformed chip thickness (b) Cutting speed (a) Rake angle 
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(c) Undeformed chip thickness 
Fig.8 Effects of cutting conditions on C， Do and shear angle in the case of A5052 
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Fig.10 Relationship between戸andC 
まったことになる.F/hおよびDalhはせん断角の関
数として，Cおよびペは定数として示された.そこ
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Fig.11 Relationship between戸andDH/h 
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